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Abstract. Finite string-rewriting systems can be used to present monoids and groups. In general,
these finite presentations do not give much information about the monoids and groups presented.
However, if we use finite systems that are canonical, then based on these systems we can effectively
perform computations in the monoids and groups presented. Many decision problems that are
undecidable in general can be solved with various degrees of complexity for various classes of
finite canonical string-rewriting systems. Therefore, it is of interest to determine the descriptive
power of these classes, i.e., to find algebraic characterizations for those classes of monoid that
can be presented by certain types of finite canonical string-rewriting systems. So far most results
in this area deal with the presentation ofgroups. Here we give a detailed overview over these results.
1. Introduction
A string-rewriting system R on alphabet E defines a monoid M,, which is the
factor monoid X*/+-z of the free monoid Z* generated by 2 modulo the Thue
congruence  R* induced by R. Hence, string-rewriting systems can be used to
describe monoids, and accordingly, an ordered pair of the form (2; R) is called a
(monoid-)presentation f the monoid MK.
For monoids given through presentations of this form, an enormous variety of
decision problems has been considered, the most fundamental one being the word
problem. It is well-known that in general the word problem is undecidable even for
monoids that are given through finite presentations. On the other hand, for certain
restricted classes of presentations many decision problems can be solved efficiently.
Let R be a finite string-rewriting system on 1. Then in addition to the Thue
congruence ++g R also induces a reduction relation =CP~ on _Z*, which is obtained
by allowing the rules of R to be applied in one direction only. If R is noetherian,
i.e., there is no infinite reduction sequence with respect to =s~, then, given a word
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UEF, we can obtain an irreducible descendant u0 of u hrough a finite number
of reduction steps. Of course, for a given U, th re may be several irreducible
descendants. If, however, R is also confluent, i.e., whenever u =3: u and u =+z w,
then v +z z and w =2: z for some word z E X”, then each word u has a unique
irreducible descendant u,,. Since the property of being confluent is equivalent to
the Church-Rosser property, which says that u and v have a common descendant
whenever uez v, we see that the word problem for a onoid presented by a finite
noetherian and confluent string-rewriting system is decidable: given u, v E Z”, reduce
u and v to their irreducible descendants ug d vO, respectively. Now u ++z v if
and only if u0 = vg. Obviously, the complexity of this algorithm for solving the word
problem depends on the complexity of the task of computing irreducible descendants.
In Section 8 we shall present a few results addressing complexity issues.
A string-rewriting system that is noetherian and confluent is called canonical or
complete. So the word problem for a monoid presented by a finite canonical
string-rewriting system is decidable. But also the problems of deciding whether the
monoid MR is finite, whether it is commutative, whether it is a free monoid, and
whether it is a group are decidable in this situation [18, 541. On the other hand,
there are decision problems that remain undecidable even for monoids presented
by finite canonical string-rewriting systems, e.g., the conjugacy problem [49], and
for many problems it is still open whether or not they become decidable in this
situation, e.g., the problem of torsion-freeness [50].
One way to overcome these difficulties is to look at string-rewriting systems that
are even more restricted. We call a string-rewriting system R length-reducing if
1 II > 1 rI holds for each rule (l,  Y)  E R. Now for a monoid that is presented by a finite,
length-reducing, and confluent string-rewriting system the conjugacy problem is
decidable [48], and the problem of deciding whether or not a mo idis torsion-free
becomes even tractable in this situation [50].
For finite, monadic, and confluent string-rewriting systems, Book [ 171 has estab-
lished the technique of linear sentences which allows solving all those decision
problems for a monoid presented by a system of this form that can be expressed
Table 1. Overview.
Finite presentations Gr0up5
special confluent = cycl ic *-free
special confluent on [I], and inverses
of length 1 for all generators =
2-monadic confluent = finite *-free
monadic confluent 2
weight-reducing confluent S context-free
monadic confluent on [l],< z =
length-reducing confluent on [l],< 2 finitely generated virtually free
length-reducing confluent on [ llK 3 small cancellation
by these sentences. Problems of this form are, e.g., the power problem, the submonoid
problem, and the independent set problem [17].
Since so many decision problems for monoids that are undecidable in general
can be solved for monoids that are presented by the various types of finite canonical
string-rewriting systems, it is only natural to ask for an algebraic characterization
for those monoids that allow presentations of the various forms. Not very many
results of this form, which can be seen as a way of trying to determine the descriptive
power of these classes of string-rewriting systems, have been obtained so far due
to the inherent difficulty of relating algebraic properties of monoids and com-
binatorial properties of monoid-presentations to each other. All results obtained so
far actually deal with groups. In the present paper we give an overview over these
results, and we describe the latest developments in this area. Table 1 summarizes
the results presented.
2. Monoid-presentations
Let 3 be a finite alphabet. Then the set of all words over 2 i  denoted by LT*,
which includes the empty word 1. As usual the length of a word w is denoted by
]wl:]l]=O, and ]wal=jwj+l for all WE.X*, a E 2. Frequently we use superscripts
to abbreviate words: w”= 1, wni’ =wnw.
A string-rewriting system on 2 is a subset of C* x TX‘*, the elements of which are
called (rewrite) rules. Here we are concerned only with finite string-rewriting systems.
Givenastring-rewritingsystemRon~,dorn(R)={IE~*13r~~*:(1,r)ER}isthe
set of left-hand sides of rules of R, and range(R)={r~2*/31E2*: (I,~)E R} i s
the set of right-hand sides of rules of R. A rule (I, r) E R is called length-reducing
if II] > IrJ.
A string-rewriting system R on 1 induces a reduction relation 3: on I* which
is the reflexive and transitive closure of the single-step reduction relation +, : for
all .x, yE.E*,(l, r) E R: xly =+, xry. It also induces a congruence relation -$ I*,
which is called the Thue congruence generated by R, and which is the equivalence
relation generated by +,.If u, u E 2’” such that u +z u, then u is called an ancestor
of u, and v is called a descendant of u. The set of all descendants of u is denoted
by d:(u). A word u E 1” is called irreducible if there is no word u ~2” such that
u +, U. The set of all irreducible words is denoted by IRR (R).
If u f;rg u, then u and u are congruent modulo R. The congruence class {u E
I*/ u ++g V} is denoted by [u]~. The set {[u]~ 1 24 E E*} of all congruence classes
forms a monoid under the operation [ u]~0 [u]~ = [uv]~ with identity [llR. It is the
factor monoid Z*/++*R of the free monoid .X* generated by 2 modulo the Thue
congruence g, and it is usually denoted by MR. The ordered pair (2; R) is called
a (monoid-)presentation  of this monoid.
A string-rewriting system R is called special if R 5 (2* - { 1)) x {l}, it is monadic
if all its rules are length-reducing and range(R) G 2 u { l}, it is two-monadic if it is
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monadic with &m(R) c-Z*, and it is length-reducing if all its rules are l ngth-
reducing.
A string-rewriting system R is called noetherian if there is no infinite sequence
of reductions of the form w0 +, w, +, w2 3,. . . . It is called confluent if, for all
u, v, w E Z”, if u +g v and u +z w, then v +*, z and w =+*, z for some word z E E*.
R is called canonical or complete if it is noetherian and confluent. If R is canonical,
then the set IRR(R) is a transversal for the monoid MR. Further, if R is also finite,
then for each word UEE*, the irreducible word u0 in [ulR can effectively be
computed from u. Thus, the word problem for MR is effectively decidable.
A function g : 2+ N satisfying g(a) > 0 for all a E Z is called a weight-function.
It can uniquely be extended to a homomorphism from Z* into N, which by abuse
of notation will also be denoted by g. Define a binary relation >K on 2’” as follows:
u >s v if and only if g(u)> g(v). Then >n is a well-founded partial ordering of
2”. A string-rewriting system R on 1 is called weight-reducing if there exists a
weight-function g such that 1 >g r holds for each rule (I, r) E R. It should be
mentioned that the partial orderings of the form >K are derived from the so-called
Knuth-Bendix orderings [37], which are well-orderings on 2”.
If R is weight-reducing, then it is obviously noetherian, since the ordering >n is
compatible with the operation of concatenation. In fact, if R is a finite, weight-
reducing, and confluent system, then the word problem for MR is decidable in linear
time, since given u the irreducible descendant u0 can be computed in linear time.
Notice that 1. / : I+ N, la1 = 1 for each a E 2, is a weight-function whose extension
to 2‘” is the function length. So weight-reducing systems are a generalization of
length-reducing systems. In fact, weight-reducing confluent systems have a larger
descriptive power than length-reducing confluent systems. Diekert gives the follow-
ing example [25, Theorem 2.31.
Example 2.1. Let 1 = {a, b, c}, and let R = {(ab, c’)}. Using the weight-function
g : a + 2, b ----z 1, c ---f 1 we see that R is in fact weight-reducing, and obviously R
is confluent. Let M denote the monoid .X*1++*,. Then M has a presentation by
some finite, weight-reducing, and confluent string-rewriting system. However, there
does not exist a length-reducing confluent string-rewriting system S on a finite
alphabet r such that r*/*g = M, i.e., M does not allow a presentation by a finite,
length-reducing, and confluent system.
Observe that it is decidable whether a finite string-rewriting system is weight-
reducing [25,46].
Two string-rewriting systems R, and R, on alphabet 1 are called equivalent if
they generate the same Thue congruence on Z”, i.e., for all words u, v E Z”, u ez, v
if and only if u +-+zZv. Finally, a string-rewriting system R is called reduced if, for
each rule (I, r) E R, I and r are irreducible modulo R -{(I, r)}. If R is finite and
canonical, then there exists a unique finite, canonical, and reduced system R, that
is equivalent to R, and that defines the same normal forms. In fact, given R, the
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reduced system R,, can be obtained effectively [6, 351. Therefore, we may assume
without loss of generality that all finite canonical systems that we encounter in the
following are reduced.
3. Confluence on a congruence class
There exist finite presentations (I; R) such that the word problem for the monoid
MR is easily decidable, but the congruence c,z cannot be generated by a finite
canonical string-rewriting system on 1. This was first observed by Kapur and
Narendran [34], who gave the following example.
Example 3.1. Let 2 = {a, b}, and let R = {(abu, bab)}. Since R contains a single
length-preserving rule only, the word problem for the monoid MR presented by
(I; R) is easily decidable.
F o r  a l l  i n t e g e r s  n>O, [b”ab],={b”~‘aba’~O~i~n},  a n d  [bab”].=
{a ‘hub”:’  ) 0 <j d n}. Further, for all i, j 2 0,
as can easily be shown by induction. Further, all proper prefixes of the word
u’+‘bit2ab and all proper suffixes of the word bub’+‘uj+’  belong to congruence
classes of cardinality 1, i.e., they are not congruent to any other words.
Now assume that T is a finite canonical string-rewriting system on 2 such that
R and T are equivalent. We may assume without loss of generality that T is reduced.
Since [bab],  = {ubu, hub}, T must contain either the rule ub  -+ bub or the rule
bub ---z ubu. Without loss of generality, let us assume the former. Now let A =
max{ 1 II 11 E dam ( T)}. Then
U h+lbh+2& *f bub~+2u~+l~
Since T is canonical, these two words must have a common descendant modulo T.
But only suffixes of the form bkab  of the word uAt’bh+2ub  and prefixes of the form
bubk  of the word bubAt2u*+’  can at all be reducible modulo T, since all other factors
of these two words of length not exceeding h belong to congruence classes of
cardinality 1. Thus, T contains a rule of the form b”ub ---$ x or hub”  + y for some
integer n > 0. Hence,
xE{b n-‘ubu’)O<  is n} o r  y~{u’bub”~‘IO<j~n}.
This implies that x, respectively ~1, is reducible by the rule ubu  -+ bub, thus contradict-
ing the fact that T is reduced. Hence, no finite canonical string-rewriting system is
equivalent to R.
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The following example of a group, in which the same phenomenon occurs, was
given by Jantzen [32].
Example 3.2. Let 1 = {a, b}, and let R0 = {(abba, 1)). Obviously, the letter a is
invertible modulo &, and so also the letter b is invertible modulo &, i.e., the
monoid M, presented by (2; R 0 IS in fact a group. There does not exist a finite) .
canonical string-rewriting system T on Z that is equivalent to R,,, although the
word problem for M,, is decidable in linear time [33].
Let R, ={(baa, uab), (bba,  abb)}, R2= {(aubb, l)}, and R = R, u R,. One can
easily verify that the string-rewriting system R i  quivalent to the system R, of
Example 3.2. Of course, R is not confluent, e.g., ba eR bauubb =+, aubabb, while
ba and aububb are both irreducible.
Let < be the following ordering on I*:
x <Y iff 1x1~ IYI  or (Ix1 = IA and x <lex Y),
where clex denotes the lexicographical ordering on 2” induced by a <iex b. This
ordering is well-founded, and for all U, u E I*, if u jR v, then v < U. Thus, R is a
noetherian system.
Jantzen has shown that, for all w E I*, there exist nonnegative integers i, j, k such
that w +z, u’(ba)‘bk. Further, whenever u’(ba)‘bk ++g,,  u’(bu)“b”,  then j = m ,
i = I+ 2p, and k = n + 2p for some integer p.
Since the monoid M,, is a group, the word problem is equivalent to the membership
problem for the congruence class [llR. Let w E 1” such that w ++g 1. Then there
exist integers i, j, k 2 0 such that w +g, a’( ba)‘b’.  Since w t-$z 1, this implies that
ui(ba)jbk -z,, a”(ba)‘bO,  which in turn yields j = 0 and i = 2p = k for some non-
negative integer p. Thus, w +z, a*pb2p *z, 1. Hence, although there is no finite
canonical string-rewriting system T on _Z such that T is equivalent to Ro, the word
problem for the monoid M,, can be solved by the technique of rewriting using the
system R. The crucial property of R that we exploited above is the fact that R is
confluent on the congruence class [llR.
So, in addition to finite canonical string-rewriting systems, we are also interested
in finite string-rewriting systems that are noetherian and confluent on some con-
gruence class. Here a string-rewriting system R on 1 is called conjluent on [w]~ if,
for all u, u, x E [w]~,u +g ~1 and u +;*R x imply that A*,(v) n A*,(x) # 0. If R i s
noetherian, this means that [ wlR contains exactly one irreducible word w, , which
can then be considered as the normal form of [w]~.
The fact that Dehn’s algorithm for the word problem, which applies to certain
small cancellation groups [39], can be interpreted as computing normal forms
modulo a finite noetherian string-rewriting system R tha  is confluent on [llR gives
additional evidence that questions about confluence on a given congruence class
are natural and interesting.
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A noetherian string-rewriting system R is confluent, and therewith canonical, if
and only if all its critical pairs can be resolved. This gives a feasible test to decide
whether or not R is confluent. Does there exist a corresponding test for deciding
whether or not a finite noetherian string-rewriting system is confluent on a given
congruence class? In the following we give a characterization theorem. For stating
this theorem we need the notion of left-most reduction.
Let R be a finite string-rewriting system on 2, and let < be the lexicographical
ordering on X* induced by a linear ordering on 1. For each word 1 E dom( R), let
r( /) := min{ y E Z* ) (I, r) E R}, where the minimum is taken with respect to the order-
ing <, and let R, be the following subsystem of R: R, := ((1, r(1)) 11 E dom( R)}. Then
dom(R,)  = dam(R) implying that IRR(R,) = [RR(R),  and distinct rules of R, d o
have distinct left-hand sides.
A reduction u 3, v is called left-most if u = xly, v = xry, (1, r) E R, , and whenever
u = x,l,y, with 1, E dom( R), then xl is a proper prefix of x,1,,  or xl = x,1, and .X is
a proper prefix of x, , or x =x, and I= 1,. We write u+,,, v if u jR v is left-most,
and by J& we denote the reflexive and transitive closure of =3,,,.
Observe that for each reducible word UEX‘“, there exists a unique word VEX*
such that u +,,, v. Thus, the process of left-most reduction is unambiguous.
Let u, w E X* with w being irreducible. Then we let L,(w) denote the language
L,,(w)={x#y/x,y~IRR(R),xuy+ g,L w}, where # is an additional letter not in
2. Roughly speaking, x#y E L,,(w) if (x, y) is an irreducible context of u in [w]~.
The announced characterization theorem expresses the property of a finite noetherian
system R to be confluent on [w], in terms of languages of the form L,,(w).
Theorem 3.3 (Otto [55]).  Let R be a finite noetherian string-rewriting system on 1,
and let w be an irreducible word. Then the.following two statements are equivalent:
(1) The system R is confluent on [w]~.
(2) For all critical pairs (u, v) of R, L,(w) = L,,(w).
Thus, the problem of deciding whether a finite noetherian system R is confluent
on a congruence class [w]~ has been reduced to testing the equivalence of a finite
number of pairs of languages. Unfortunately, the languages of the form L,(w) can
be quite complex. If R is a finite length-reducing system, then the best we can say
is that the languages L,(w) are context-sensitive. And actually, in this situation we
have the following undecidability result.
Theorem 3.4 (Otto [55]). There exists a finite length-reducing string-rewriting system
R on 2 such that the following problem is undecidable:
I NSTANCE: A word w E 1”.
QUESTION: Is R confluent on [w]~?
Even if we concentrate our efforts on deciding confluence on the congruence class
[Ill?>we still have undecidability.
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Theorem 3.5 (Otto [55]). It is undecidable in general whether a finite length-reducing
string-rewriting system R is confluent on [llR.
Only when we restrict our attention to finite monadic systems do we have a
positive result. The reason for this is the fact that, for a finite monadic string-rewriting
system R on 2, each language of the form L,(w) is a deterministic one-turn
context-free language, and given R and words u, w E Z”, a deterministic one-turn
pushdown automaton A(u, w) recognizing the language L,(w) can be constructed
effectively. Since the equivalence problem for finite-turn pushdown automata is
effectively decidable [ 11, 60  this observation implies the following.
Theorem 3.6 (Otto [55]). I’hefollowingproblem  is decidable in double exponential time:
INSTANCE : A finite monadic string-rewriting system R on 1, and a word w E 2;‘“.
QUESTION: Is R confluent on [w]~?
Buecken and LeChenadec investigated Dehn’s algorithm for the word problem
from the standpoint of rewriting systems [21, 381. They proved how certain restric-
tions upon the finite set of defining relations R for a group G translate into a proof
that R induces a finite string-rewriting system that is confluent on [ l R. Essentially,
the same results as presented in Theorems 3.3 to 3.6 were independently also obtained
by Senizergues [ 561.
4. Context-free groups
Since groups are monoids with certain additional properties, they can be presented
by monoid-presentations. However, usually groups are defined using so-called
group-presentations.
LetZ={a,,a,,...,a,} be a finite alphabet, let X = {a,, a;, . . . , a,,} be another
finite alphabet in one-to-one correspondence to 2 such that 1n 1~ = 0, and let
& = 2 u ZP. For a subset LE 2;, the ordered pair (Z;L) is called a group-presenta-
tion. The group G presented by this presentation is the monoid MR given through
the monoid-presentation (2,; RL), where RL is the following rewriting system on
&: RL={(l,  1)11~ L}u{(aa-, l), (a-a, 1) 1 a E X}. The letter a- is called the formal
inverse of the letter a.
Define a function PI :Xx + 2: recursively as follows: 1-r = 1, (wa))’  = a-w-‘,
and (wa ) ’ = aw-‘. Then for all WEZ*, ww-’ +-+g, 1 csz, w-‘w, and w-’ is the
formal inverse of the word w. In the following the congruence ++X, will be denoted
by =G.
Let (2; L) be a group-presentation of a group G. Then the language [ llRL  =
{w E 2: 1 w =G l} is called the group-language of this presentation. Since group-
languages are formal languages, they can be classified according to, e.g., the Chomsky
hierarchy. So we can talk about regular or context-free group-languages.
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Different group-presentations may describe the same abstract group. Now it turns
out that the properties of having a regular or a context-free group-language respec-
tively are invariants of finite group-presentations. Actually, we have the following
result, which in fact is true for all classes of languages that are closed under inverse
homomorphisms.
Lemma 4.1. Let (2; R) and (r; S) be twofinitepresentations  such that the monoids
MR and MS are isomorphic. Then the language [ llR is a regular or a context-free
language if and only if the language [lls is a regular or a context-free language,
respectively.
Thus, we can talk about regular and context-free groups. Using the same kind of
argument the following closure property can be derived.
Lemma 4.2. Let G be a regular or a context-free group, respectively, and let H be a
finitely generated subgroup of G. Then H is also a regular or a context-free group,
respectively.
It would certainly be interesting to establish a correspondence between these
language-theoretical properties of groups on the one hand and algebraic properties
of groups on the other hand, and actually results of this form have been derived
during recent years. The first one is due to Anissimov.
Theorem 4.3 (Anissimov [ 11). A group is regular ifand  only ifit is a finite group.
The next result, which deals with the family of languages called simple languages,
was obtained by Haring-Smith [30]. A language Lc 2” is called a simple language
if it is accepted by a deterministic pushdown automaton without e-moves that has
a single state only. Thus, simple languages form a very restricted class of deterministic
context-free languages.
Let (2; L) be a finite group-presentation. The reduc d word problem for this
presentation is the set R WP = {w E 2: 1 w =c; 1, but no proper prefix u of w satisfies
u = G 1). Further, let W = {w E E,* ( w =G 1, but no proper factor u of w satisfies
u =G 1). Haring-Smith calls W the set of irreducible words of the presentation
(1; L), but we would rather like to avoid this name not to confuse this set with the
set of irreducible words modulo a string-rewriting system. Haring-Smith then proves
the following result which is fundamental to his investigations.
Theorem 4.4 (Haring-Smith [30]). Let (2; L) be ajinite group-presentation. /Then  the
reduced word problem R WP is a simple language if and only if the set W is finite.
Since the elements of W correspond to simple closed paths in the Cayley graph
of the group G presented by (2; L), Theorem 4.4 is equivalent to saying that the
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reduced word problem is a simple language if and only if there are only a finite
number of simple closed paths through each vertex of the Cayley graph of G
associated with the presentation (Z; L).
A group G is called a plain group if it is isomorphic to the free product of finitely
many finite groups and a finitely generated free group. The main result of H ring-
Smith establishes the following characterization.
Theorem 4.5 (Haring-Smith [30]). A group G has ajinite presentation (I; L) with a
simple reduced word problem R WP if and only if G is a plain group.
Observe that there is an existential quantifier in the statement of the theorem. In
fact, there are finite presentations of plain groups which do not have a simple
reduced word problem. For example, the presentation (2; L) withE = {a, b} and
L= {amb2}  does not have a simple reduced word problem, since the infinite set
{a”ba~“b-1  n 2 0) is contained in the set W. However, the group G defined by (2; L)
is the free group of rank one, which certainly is a plain group.
A group G is virtually free if it contains a subgroup H of finite index that is a
free group. It is called torsion-free if it does not contain a nontrivial element of
finite order. Here an element g E G is a nontrivial element of finite order of G if
g # <; 1, but for some integer n > 1, g” = CT 1.
Muller and Schupp derived the following characterization theorem.
Theorem 4.6 (Muller and Schupp [47]). A jinitely generated torsion-free group G is
context-free if and only if it is a ,free group.
Since a free group is obviously torsion-free, this result can also be stated as follows.
Corollary 4.7. A context-free group G is torsion-free zf and only if it is a free group.
Further, Muller and Schupp proved that a finitely generated group G is virtually
free if and only if it is context-free and accessible, where accessibility is a purely
technical condition. Fortunately, this condition is redundant, since every finitely
presented group is accessible as shown by Du woody [26], and every finitely
generated context-free group is already finitely presented [2]. Thus, we have the
following nice characterization.
Theorem 4.8 (Muller and Schupp [47]). A jinitely generated group G is context-free
if and only if it is virtually free.
Autebert, Boasson, and Senizergues focus their attention on classifying those
context-free languages that can occur as group-languages of finitely presented
groups, thus deriving still another characterization for the class of context-free
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groups [4]. They prove that each context-free group-language is actually an NTS-
language, where NTS stands for n nterminal separation property. The class of NTS-
languages is a proper subclass of the class of deterministic context-free languages,
and each NTS-language is the finite union of congruence classes of a finite string-
rewriting system, i.e.,it is congruential [15]. To formulate the characterization
theorem obtained by Autebert, Boasson, and Senizergues we need the notion of a
locally primary group, which may be of interest in its own right.
Let G be a group, and let Q be a subset of G. Q is called pr mary if the following
three conditions are satisfied:
(1) Q is finite and nonempty,
(2) Vg E Q: g-’ E Q, and
(3) for all integers n 3 3, and all elements g, , , . . , g, E Q, if g,g, . g,, E Q,
then there exists an index i E { 1,2, . . . , n - l} such that gig,+, E Q.
Example 4.9. (a) If Q is a finite subgroup of a group G, then Q is certainly primary.
(b) Let Fz be the free group of rank 2, i.e.,Fz is the group given through the
presentation (a, 6; @), and let Q, = {[l], [a], [b], [a-], [b-l}. Then Q, is a primary
set. Actually, it is shown in [3] that, for all integers ka 1, the set QI, =
{[wliwda, b, am,b-}*, ]wl< k} is primary.
A group G is called locally primary if every finite subset of G is contained in a
primary subset Q of G. Now we can state the announced characterization theorem.
Theorem 4.10 (Autebert et al. [4]). Let (2; L) be a,finite group-presentation, and let
G be the group presented by this presentation. Then the following four statements are
equivalent:
(1) The group G is virtually free.
(2) The group G is locally primary.
(3) The group-language [ llR, is a context-free language.
(4) The group-language [ llR, is an NTS-language.
Actually, it is shown in [4] that if G is virtually free, then the language [llRL can
be generated by an NTS-grammar of a very restricted form, which contains only
rules with right-hand side of length at most 2. This fact will play a role in Section 6.
5. Groups presented by finite special string-rewriting systems
Let C,, be the class of finite special string-rewriting systems R that are confluent,
let C,,,, be the class of finite special string-rewriting systems R that are confluent
on [llR, and let C,,,,,ibe the class of finite special string-rewriting systems that are
confluent on [llR, and that provide inverses of length 1 for all letters; i.e., if R is
such a system on alphabet 2, then for each letter a E 1, there exists a letter b E 1
such that ab +z 1 and ba +$ 1.
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Let R be a finite special string-rewriting system on alphabet 2 such that the
monoid MR  is a group. If R is confluent, then it is in particular confluent on [llR.
Hence, we want to see first what we can say about the form of the rules of R in
case R is confluent on [ llR.
If there are rules (I,, l), (&, 1) E R such that l2 = xl,y for some words x, y E E”,
then the word l2 reduces to l2 = xl,y jR xy. Since also I2 +, 1, and since R i s
confluent on [llR, this means that xy +*, 1. Obviously, during the reduction of xy
to 1 the rule (12, 1) cannot be applied. Hence, by deleting this rule we obtain a
subsystem R, of R that is equivalent to R, and that is still confluent on [llR.
Repeating this process as long as possible we finally obtain a finite special system
RO that is equivalent to R, that is confluent on [ llR, and that is reduced. Thus, when
dealing with finite special string-rewriting systems R that are confluent on [llR we
may assume without loss of generality that R is reduced. Observe that this is a
particular property of special systems that does not hold e.g. for monadic systems
that are confluent on [llR.
Lemma 5.1. Let R be a finite, reduced, special string-rewriting system on 2 that is
confluent on [ llR such that the monoid  MR is a group, and let (1,l) E R. Then for each
cyclic permutation u of 1, (u, 1) is also a rule of R.
Proof. Let l= ala*. . . a, for some n 2 2, and let u = ai.. . anal . . . a,_, for some
i> 1. Since MR is a group, and since R is confluent on [llR, 1 jR 1 yields that
u 3: 1. Thus, there is a rule ( , 1) E R that is applicable to u. Since R is reduced,
we have v=a,...a,a, . . . ak for some indices j, k with i <j d n and 1s k s i - 1. If
j>i or k<i-1, then w=ak+,...aj~, is a proper nonempty factor of 1. Since
I= (a, . . ak)w(a, . . a,,) jR 1, and since MR is a group, we see that w ++$ u ++: 1.
Now R being confluent on [llR implies that w +,* 1, thus contradicting the fact
that R is reduced. Thus, j = i and k = i - 1, i.e., u = u. 0
Now assume that R is a finite, reduced, special string-rewriting system on 2 such
that MR is a group. If R is confluent, then (uu, 1) E R and (V W, 1) E R imply that
u = w. Further, by Lemma 5.1, for each rule (1, 1) E R and each cyclic permutation
1, of 1, (I,, 1) E R. Thus, the left-hand sides of two rules of R have a letter in common
only if they are cyclic permutations of each other. Hence, E has a partition as
Uk_, Zi, and R has a partition as UfZ, Rj such that the following two conditions
are satisfied for each i = 1,2,. . , k:
(1) 1; contains exactly the letters occurring in the rules of Ri, and
(2) the set of left-hand sides of the rules of R, is the set of cyclic permutations
of a word from 1:.
If E, contains a single letter a only, then Ri = {(a”‘, 1)) for some integer m 3 1,
and so the monoid MR, presented by (&; Ri) is the cyclic group 2,. If Et contains
m letters for some m > 1, then we must distinguish two cases. If no letter occurs
more than once in the left-hand side of each rule of R,, then using Tietze-transforma-
tions [45] one can easily verify that the monoid Mn, presented by (Ei; Ri) is the
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free group F,,_, of rank m - 1. If some letter a E 2, occurs k-times in 1, where k 3 2
and (Z, 1) E Ri, then there is a cyclic permutation of I that has the form (a~)~, where
x E (1, -{a})*. Tietze-transformations then yield the presentation (c; c”) for the
monoid MR,, i.e.,this monoid is the cyclic group &. Since a11 the different sub-
alphabets 2, are disjoint, this shows that the group G presented by (2; R) is a free
product of finitely many (finite and infinite) cyclic groups. It can be verified easily
that each group of this algebraic structure has a presentation by some finite special
string-rewriting system that is confluent. Thus, we have derived the following
characterization theorem which is due to Cachet.
Theorem 5.2 (Cachet [22]).  A group G has a presentation of the form (2; R), where
R is a jinite, special, and confluent string-rewriting system on 2, {f and only if G is the
free product of finitely many cyclic groups.
Every group G that is the free product of finitely many cyclic groups can be
presented by a finite special string-rewriting system R on alphabet 2 such that R
is confluent on [llR, and such that each letter a E 2 has an inverse b E 2. Hence,
the descriptive power of the class C,,,,,,(with respect to the presentation of groups)
is at least as large as the descriptive power of the class C,,. In f ct, it is even larger
as shown in the following.
Lemma 5.3. Let G be a free product of a free group of$nite rank and a finite number
ofhnite groups. Then G has a presentation (2; R), where R is ahtrite string-rewriting
system from the class C,,,,,i.
Proof. If G, and G2 have presentations of this form, say (1, ; R,) and (&; RJ  with
2, n & = 8, then (2, u 1,; R, u R,) is a presentation of this form for the free product
G,* G,. If G is a free group, then the standard presentation (2 u 2‘;
{aa- + 1, aPa --+ 11 a E CZ}) is of this form. Thus, it only remains to consider the
case that G is an arbitrary finite group.
So let G={lc,g ,,...,g,_,} be a finite group, where lc denotes the identity of
G and 0 denotes the operation of G. Let I= {a,, . . . , a,_,}, and let f: 2” * G
denote the monoid-homomorphism induced by a, +g, (i = 1,2, . . . , n - 1). Further,
let R={(w, l)lw~Z*,l<Iwlsn,f(w) =G ICI.
Claiml.  LetwE2*,IwJ>n,suchthatf(w) =c; lc;. Thenwcanbefactoredasw=xyz
with 1 sly( c n such that f(y) =G lc.
Proof. Let w=alaZ...a,,,, m>n, with a,, a2 ,..., a,EZ. Since m>n, there exist
indices l~j<kSj+n such thatf(a, . . . a,) =cf(a, . . ajaj+, . ..Q) implying that
ftaj+l . . . ak)  =G lG, i .e. ,  y = aj+,  . . . ak satisfies the requirements. q
In particular, this means that w +g1 for all w E 2” satisfying f (w) =c l(;. Further,
(1;; R) is a presentation of G as shown by the following claim.
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Claim 2. Vu, UEZ*:  u -$ v ifand only iff(u) =Gf(~).
Proof. Let u, 0~2‘“. If uezv, then u*~u,*~*..+-+~~~=o. Since (w,l)~R
implies f(w) =c; lc; =f( l), it can be easily verified by induction on r that
.f(n) ==Gf(U).
Conversely, if f(u) =Gf( u), then f(u)(f(v)))’ =G lc. Since G is a group,
there exists an element g:’ E {g,, g,, . . . , g,_,> for each element gi, and hence a
function (.)-‘:E*-+E* can be defined. Now f(Y’) =G (f(v)))‘, and so
f( u)(j(v)))’ =Gf( uv-‘). Thus, by Claim 1, uu-’=+z 1. However, the trivial relations
(a -‘a, 1) are in R for all a E 1, and so u ez uu-‘v ++z 21. 0
Since R E CSP,,,i, this completes the proof of Lemma 5.3.0
If a group G has a presentation of the form (2; R) with R E C5p,,,i, then because
of the inverses of length 1 for the generators a E 2, (2; R) is in fact a group-
presentation. Further, the set W(R) = {w E 1” 1 w -g 1, but no proper factor u f
w satisfies u ++j*R l} is a subset of the set of left-hand sides of the rules of R, and
hence it is finite. Thus, Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 apply giving the following characteriz-
ation theorem.
Theorem 5.4. A group G has a presentation of the form (E:; R), where R is a finite
special string-rewriting system on E such that R is confluent on [ llR and each generator
a E 1 has an inverse b E 1, if and only if G is the free product of a free group ofjinite
rank and a jinite  number of jinite  groups, i.e., G is a plain group.
Recall from Section 4 that these are exactly those groups that have a presentation
with a simple reduced word problem.
So far we have characterized the descriptive power of the classes C,, and C p,,,i
with respect to the presentation of groups. Unfortunately, we do not yet have a
characterization of this form for the class Csp,,of those finite special string-rewriting
systems R that are confluent on [l] R, but that do not provide inverses of length 1
for all the generators. Since this class contains the class C,,,,,, we obviously can
present all plain groups using the systems from C,,,, . However, it is still an open
question whether the plain groups are the only groups that can be presented in this
way. The difficulty here stems from the fact that Theorem 4.4 deals with group-
presentations only. However, there is some evidence that the class of groups that
can be presented by systems from Csp,, is exactly the class of plain groups.
6. Groups presented by finite monadic string-rewriting systems
In this section we are interested in algebraic characterizations for those groups
that can be presented by string-rewriting systems from the following classes:
l Cm.;, the class of finite monadic string-rewriting systems that are confluent and
that provide inverses of length 1 for all the generators,
l Clm, the class of finite two-monadic string-rewriting systems that are confluent,
l Cln, the class of finite monadic string-rewriting systems that are confluent,
l Cm,,,,.the class of finite monadic string-rewriting systems R that are confluent
on [llR, and that provide inverses of length 1 for all the generators, and
l C,,,, 9 the class of finite monadic string-rewriting systems R that are confluent
on [llR.
If R is a finite monadic string-rewriting system on 1 such that R is confluent on
[llR, then [llR is a context-free language. Therefore, all the classes listed above
can present context-free groups only.
Now let G be a finite group. Then its multiplication table is finite, and we get a
finite two-monadic string-rewriting system R presenting G by taking a letter for
each element (# 1) of G and taking R = {(ab, c) 1 a 0 h =G c}. It is easily seen that
the system R is confluent. The free group F,, of rank n is presented by (Xc; R),
w h e r e  E={a,,a,,az ,..., a,,,~,} and R={(uiu~, l),(u, u,,l)/i=l,2 ,..., n},
which is two-monadic and confluent. If two groups G, and G2 are presented by
finite presentations involving string-rewriting systems from one of the classes listed
above, then so does the free product G, * G, of these groups. Hence, we have the
following inclusions.
Theorem 6.1. Let C be one of the classes of jinite monadic string-rewriting systems
given above, and let C(G) be the class of groups that can be presented by presentations
qf the form (2; R) with R E C. Then C(G) contains the class of plain groups, and it
is contained in the class qf,f.finitel_v generated virtually free groups.
Now let R be a finite, monadic, and confluent string-rewriting system on 2 such
that R provides an inverse of length 1 for each letter. Then the set W =
{WEqw ++z 1 but no proper factor u of w satisfies u -z l} is finite. Since R
provides inverse: of length one for all the generators, the presentation (2; R) is
essentially a group-presentation. Thus, Haring-Smith’s results apply proving the
following.
Theorem 6.2 (Avenhaus and Madlener [6]).A group G has a presentation of the
form (2; R), where R is u$nite, monadic, and confluent string-rewriting system on 1
that provides inverses of length 1 for all letters from 2, if and only if G is a plain group.
Let R be a finite, monadic, and confluent string-rewriting system on 2 that
provides inverses of length 1. If R is reduced, then R is actually two-monadic. Thus,
when we restrict our attention to reduced systems, then the class C,,, is contained
in the class Cz,. However, there are finite, two-monadic, and confluent string-
rewriting systems that present groups without providing an inverse of length 1 for
each of the given generators.
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Example 6.3. Let 2 ={a, 6, c}, and R={(a*, l), (b*, l), (ab, c), (U C, b), (cb, a)}.
Then R is a finite, reduced, two-monadic string-rewriting system on 1 hat is
confluent, and the monoid MR is a group. However, the letter c does not have an
inverse of length 1 modulo R.
Further, for each integer m > 0, c”‘uc*u .+.*, 1, but no proper factor of ~“‘uc”u is
congruent to 1 modulo R. Thus, the set W = {w E I*  1 w ++E 1, but no proper factor
24 of w satisfies u ++*R 1) is infinite.
In particular, the above example shows that the technique of Haring-Smith is not
applicable in general to finite, two-monadic, and confluent string-rewriting systems
presenting groups. However, for systems of this form we may proceed as follows.
Let R be a finite, two-monadic, and confluent string-rewriting system on Z such
that the monoid MR is a group. For each letter a E 1, let A (a) = min{lu] 1 au +$ l},
i.e., h(u) is the length of the shortest inverse of a. Further, for in 1, let C, =
{uEEIA(u)=~}.Now one can prove that, for each i 2 1 and each letter a E -Xi, there
exists a unique word v, E 1: such that v,++5 a and ]v,I = i. Thus, the group MR is
actually generated by the set I,.
Let R,=Rn(Xfx(X,u{l})),i.e., R,={(I,~)ERI~,~ECE~}.T~~~ MRI=M,,i.e.,
(2, ; R,) is another presentation of the group M,. Thus, we have the following result.
Theorem 6.4 (Avenhaus et al. [7]). Let R be a finite, two-monadic, and conj7uent
string-rewriting system on TX such that the monoid M, is a group. 7’hen there exists a
subalphabet 2, of 1 such that the following conditions are sutis$ed:
(1) each letter from 2, has an inverse of length 1 modulo R,
(2) the string-rewriting system R, = R n (2: x 1:) is confluent, and
(3) (2,; R,) presents the same group us (I; R), i.e., MK, = MR.
Since the system R, is two-monadic and confluent, and since it provides inverses
of length 1 for all its generators, Theorems 6.2 and 6.4 yield the following result.
Theorem 6.5 (Avenhaus et al. [7]). A group G has a presentation of theform (2; R),
where R is a jinite, two-monadic, and conjluent string-rewriting system on E, if and
onl_v if G is a plain group.
Although finite, two-monadic,and confluent string-rewriting systems are
sufficiently powerful to present all plain groups, they give rather large presentations.
Theorem 6.6 (Madlener and Otto [44]). Let (I; R) be a presentation of afinite group
G such that R isjnite, two-monadic, and confluent. Then 11) = IGI  - 1, and R is the
nontrivial part of the multiplication table for G.
In particular, this means that IRI = O(n*) if R is a two-monadic confluent string-
rewriting system presenting a finite group of cardinality n. Observe that once we
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drop the condition that each left-hand side of a rule of R is of length at most two,
we get finite, monadic, and confluent presentations that are much more succinct,
as shown by the obvious presentations for cyclic groups of finite order.
Now Gilman has made the following conjecture.
Conjecture 6.7 (Gilman [28]). A group G has a presentation (2; R), where R is a
finite, monadic, and confluent string-rewriting system on 2, if and ly tf G is a plain
group.
Unfortunately the proof technique employed to derive Theorem 6.5 does not work
for finite, monadic, and confluent string-rewriting systems in general, as shown by
the following example.
Example 6.8. Let 1 ={a, b, c, d}, and let R ={(abc,l), (ca,d), (db,l), (bd,l)}. Then
R is a finite, monadic, and confluent string-rewriting system on E hat is not
two-monadic, and the monoid MR is a group. Now 2, = {b, d}, and -& = {a, c}.
Since 1: n IRR (R) = {b}” u {d}“, and since each word w E 2 t reduces to an irreduc-
ible word w, E IT, we see that  and c are not congruent to any word from ET,
i.e., E, does not generate the group MR.
In fact, we even have the following result.
Theorem 6.9 (Madlener and Otto [44]). Let R be a reduced, finite, monadic, and
confluent string-rewriting system on 1 such that the monoid Mn is a group, and let 2,
be the set of generators from 1 that have inverses of length 1. Then the following two
statements are equivalent:
(1) 1, generates the group MR ;
(2) the system R is two-monadic.
If G is a context-free group, then the set [ 116 is a context-free language that can
be generated by an NTS-grammar. Actually, Autebert, Boasson, and Senizergues
show that an NTS-grammar of a very restricted form, which they call a quadratic
NTS g-grammar, suffices [4]. Since a quadratic NTS g-grammar yields a finite
two-monadic string-rewriting system R on alphabet 2 such that R is confluent on
[II/7 and each letter from 2 has an inverse of length 1 modulo R, this gives the
following.
Theorem 6.10 (Autebert [4]). A group G has a presentation (I; R), where R is a
finite monadic string-rewriting system on E that is confluent on [llR and that provides
inverses of length 1 for all generators a E 2, if and only if G is a finitely generated
virtually free group.
Since finite monadic string-rewriting systems that are confluent on [llR without
providing inverses of length 1 for all the generators still present context-free groups
only, we also have the following characterization theorem.
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Corollary 6.11. A group G has a presentation (X; R), where R is a jinite  monadic
string-rewriting system on 2 that is confluent on [llR, if and only if G is a jinitely
generated virtually free group.
Thus we have characterized the descriptive power (with respect to the presentation
of groups) for all the classes of monadic string-rewriting systems that we defined
at the beginning of this section with the class C, being the only exception.
7. Groups presented by finite weight-reducing string-rewriting systems
Let R be a finite, length-reducing, and confluent string-rewriting system on 2.
Then for each word w E E*, the congruence class [ w]~ is a context-sensitive language
[16], but in general [w]~ is not context-free [51]. However, if the monoid M,
presented by (2; R) is a group, then the situation is different.
Theorem 7.1 (Madlener and Otto [41]). Let R be a jinite, weight-reducing, and
confluent string-rewriting system on 2, and let L c lRR( R) be a regular set of irreducible
words. If the monoid  MR is a group, then the set [ LIR  := {u E 2” 13 w E L: u **, w} is
a deterministic context,free  language.
Proof. Since M, is a group, for each letter a E 2, there exists a word u, E I* such
that au, +i 1 and u,a *z 1. Let
A:=max{]l]]3r~~“:(l,r)~R},  a n d
~:=(max{g(u,)+g(a)laE~})(h-l),
where g : 2 + N is a weight-function such that g(l) > g(r) for each rule (I, r) E R.
N o w ,  for u E ZRR(R),  if ]uj 2 /_L and ua =+*, OE [RR(R) for some a E 2, then
u +;“R uau, 3: uu, implying that ZIU, +z CL Thus, g(v)sg(u)+g(a) and g(u)<
g(v) + g(uO), i.e.,
osg(ua)-g(v)sg(u,)+g(a).
Since R is weight-reducing, this means that uu +k u for some i s g( u,) + g( a), and
since u is irreducible, u = ,u2,
such that u,a =+E  v2 and v = u,v2. Thus, in order to reduce ua only the suffix u2 of
u of length p must be considered.
Using this observation one can easily construct a deterministic pushdown
automaton that will accept the language [ LIR = {u E 2” 13~ E L: u 3: w}. 0
In particular, each congruence class [w], of a finite, weight-reducing, confluent
string-rewriting system R presenting a group is context-free, which implies the
following result.
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Corollary 7.2 (Diekert, Madlener and Otto [24,41]). Let G be a group that can be
presented by a finite, weight-reducing, and confluent string-rewriting system. Then G
is a context-free group.
Since the class of string-rewriting systems considered here contains the class C,
of all finite, monadic, and confluent string-rewriting systems, all plain groups have
presentations of the form described in Corollary 7.2. So the class of groups having
presentations of this form lies somewhere between the class of plain groups and
the class of finitely generated virtually free groups. An algebraic characterization
of this class is not known at the present time, but it has been conjectured that it is
the class of plain groups, which would mean that finite, weight-reducing, and
confluent string-rewriting systems are not more powerful with respect to the presenta-
tion of groups than finite, two-monadic, and confluent ones. Since an algebraic
characterization has not been obtained so far, much effort has been put into
establishing algebraic properties of those groups that can be presented by finite
string-rewriting systems of this type.
Theorem 7.3 (Diekert [25]). Let G be a group that has Q presentation of the form
(2; R), where R is a finite, weight-reducing, and confluent string-rewriting system on
TX. If G contains a nontrivial abelian normal subgroup, then G is either finite, it is
isomorphic to the free group F, of rank 1, or it is isomorphic to the group presented
b_y the presentation (a, b; a?, b’).
Observe that the free group F, is isomorphic to Z, and that the group presented
by (a, b; u2, bz) is isomorphic to Z,* Z,, where Z, denotes the cyclic group of order
2. Theorem 7.3 immediately yields the following corollary which is a generalization
of a result by Avenhaus, Book, and Squier for length-reducing string-rewriting
systems [ 51.
Corollary 7.4. Let G be a group thathas a presentation of the form (2; R), where R
is ajnite, weight-reducing, and confluent string-rewriting system on 2. If G is abelian,
then G is either finite or it is isomorphic to the free group F, of rank 1.
Let G be a group given through a presentation of the form (3; R), and let u,,
u,,...,u,, E z*. Then the subgroup (u,, u2,. . . , u,), of G that is generated by’
{u,, U2r. . , u,} is the least subgroup of G (under set inclusion) containing the
elements of G that are presented by the words u,, u2, . . . , u,,, i.e.,
(u,, u2>. . . , u,),={wE~*/3m~03v,,v2 ,..., v,E{u,,u2 ,..., u,I
u {u,‘, u,‘, . . , u,‘}: w ‘3;v,v2.. . v*>.
A subgroup H of G is called cyclic if it is generated by a single element, i.e.,
H=(u), for some word u E .E*. Finally, the centralizer C,(u) of a word u E I* in
G is the subgroup (v E 2” 1 uv e)*R vu).
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The following result is taken from Madlener and Otto [43] where it is stated for
length-reducing systems, but the proof immediately carries over to weight-reducing
systems.
Theorem 7.5. Let G be a group that has a presentation of the form (TX;  R), where R
is a finite, weight-reducing, and confluent string-rewriting system on .X, and let u E Z *
present an element of infinite order of G. Then the centralizer C,(u) is isomorphic to
the free group F, of rank 1.
As a conseqeunce of this theorem we obtain the following results.
Corollary 7.6 (Diekert, Madlener and Otto [25, 431). Let G be a group that has a
presentation of the form (2; R), where R is a finite, weight-reducing, and confluent
string-rewriting system on 2.
(a) Every abelian  subgroup of G is either finite or isomorphic to the free group F,
of rank 1.
(b) If the center of G is nontrivial, then G is eitherfinite or isomorphic to the free
group F1 of rank 1.
(c) If G contains a nontrivial normal subgroup that is jnite, then G itself ishnite.
(d) Every factor group of G modulo a finitely generated nontrivial normal subgroup
is finite.
These results are very helpful, since they provide a way of proving that a certain
group cannot be presented by a finite, weight-reducing, and confluent string-rewriting
system. For example, consider the group G = F, x Z,, i.e., G is the direct product
of the free group F2 of rank 2 and the cyclic group Z, of order 2. Then G is an
infinite context-free group, but Z2 is a nontrivial finite normal subgroup of G. Hence,
G cannot be presented by a finite, weight-reducing, and confluent string-rewriting
system. Thus, we have the following.
Corollary 7.7. 7’he class of groups that have a presentation of the form (2;; R), where
R is a finite, weight-reducing, and confluent string-rewriting system on 2, is a proper
subclass of the class of all finitely generated virtually free groups.
Let G be a group presented by (E; R). The growth function 3% : N + N of G with
respect to 2 is defined by yz( n) = I{[ w]~ ) w E E”, 1 WI s n}l. The growth function of
a group that can be presented by a finite, weight-reducing, and confluent string-
rewriting system is either polynomial or it is exponential [12, 271. Since these
properties are independent of the chosen set of generators, we can talk about
polynomial groups and about exponential groups. Actually, in the polynomial case
even the degree of the growth function is an invariant of the group G, so we can
even talk about, e.g. linear growth groups.
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By definition, a virtually free group G contains a free subgroup H of finite index.
If HI-F,, then G has a linear growth function, otherwise G has an exponential
growth function. If H = F,, then H is an abelian subgroup of finite index of G.
Thus, G contains a nontrivial abelian normal subgroup of finite index. Hence, by
Theorem 7.3, if G has a presentation (I; R), where R is a finite, weight-reducing,
and confluent string-rewriting system on E, then G is either isomorphic to F, or to
z,*z,.
Corollary 7.8. Let G be an infinite group that has a presentation of the form (X; R),
where R is a finite, weight-reducing, and confluent string-rewriting system on 2. 7’hen
G is isomorphic to one of the groups F, or Z,* Z,, in which case G has a linear growth
function, or G has an exponential growth function.
By Gromov’s theorem (cf., e.g., [ 121) a finitely generated group G has a nilpotent
subgroup of finite index if and only if G has a polynomial growth function. Thus,
F, and Z, * Z, are the only finitely generated infinite groups that have a nilpotent
subgroup of finite index and that can be presented by finite, weight-reducing, and
confluent string-rewriting systems.
Finally, we turn to string-rewriting systems R hat are length-reducing, confluent
on [llR, and that provide inverses of length 1 for the generators.
We have seen that each context-free group has a presentation of the form (I; R),
where R is a finite monadic string-rewriting system that is confluent on [llR and
that provides inverses of length 1 for the generators a E 2 (Theorem 6.10). Thus,
in particular, we have the following weaker result.
Corollary 7.9. Each finitely generated virtually free group G has a presentation of the
form (2; R), where R is a finite length-reducing string-rewriting system on 2 that is
confluent on [ llR and that provides inverses of length 1 for the generators a E 2.
As mentioned before, Dehn’s algorithm [39] for solving the word problem amounts
to applying a finite length-reducing string-rewriting system R that is confluent on
[llR. Thus, all classical small cancellation groups have presentations by rewriting
sys tems  R of this form. On the other hand, the Fuc sian group Gz=
(a,, bI, a2,6,; a,b,a;b; = b,a,b,a;) satisfies the small cancellation condition
C’(1/7), i.e., G2 has a presentation by some finite length-reducing string-rewriting
system R that is confluent on [llR. The group Gz is torsion-free, since it is the free
product of the free group F2 with itself with amalgamated cyclic subgroups, but Gz
is not a free group. Hence, G, is not a context-free group. This gives the following.
Theorem 7.10. The class ofJinitely generated virtually free groups is a proper subclass
of the class of groups that can be presented by finite length-reducing string-rewriting
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systems R that are confluent on [llR and that provide inverses of length 1 for the
generators.
8. Monoids and groups presented by finite canonical string-rewriting systems
Let R be a finite canonical string-rewriting system on an alphabet 2. Then R
defines a unique normal form for each of the congruence classes [w]~. Sinc  the
process of reduction is an effective one, this means that the word problem for the
monoid MR can be solved by the following normal-form algorithm:
I N P U T: u,v E E*;
begin reduce u to its normal form u,;
reduce v to its normal form v,,;
if uO = v,, then ACCEPT else REJECT
end
This algorithm is a pseudo-natural algorithm in the sense of Madlener and Otto
[40], since in the affirmative it not only gives the correct answer, but it also provides
a proof for this answer in the form of reduction sequences from u and v to their
common normal form. The derivational complexity fR of R, which is defined by
fR(u, v) = min{i 13x,, x2,. . . , xi-, E I*: u wR x, eR. . . ++R xi_, eR v}, inducesa
lower bound for the complexity of this normal-form algorithm.
What can we say about the relationship between the decidability of the word
problem for a finitely presented monoid, the complexity of the word problem, and
the property of having a presentation by a finite canonical string-rewriting system?
More exactly, we are interested in the following questions, where MR is a monoid
with a decidable word problem that is given through a finite presentation (1; R):
(1) If R is canonical, is there an a priori upper bound for the intrinsic complexity
of the word problem?
(2) If R is canonical, is there an a priori upper bound for the complexity of the
corresponding normal-form algorithm, and therewith for the derivational complexity
fR of R ?
In Section 3 we have encountered several examples showing that if R is not
canonical, then there may not exist a finite canonical string-rewriting system R, o
_Z such that R and R, generate the same Thue congruence on E*, i.e.,R and R,
are equivalent. What can be said about the following more general question?
(3) If R is not canonical, does there exist a finite canonical string-rewriting system
S on alphabet r such that the monoids MR and MS are isomorphic, i.e., (I‘; S) is
another presentation of MR ?
A positive answer to (3) would show that the class of monoids that have a
presentation of the form (1; R), where R is a finite canonical string-rewriting system
on 2, coincides with the class of finitely presented mo oi s that have a decidable
word problem. A result of this form would clearly be a nice conclusion to all the
characterization theorems presented so far.
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In formulating the following complexity results we restrict our attention to the
classes E, (n 2 0) of the Gregorczyk hierarchy [29, 611, but other sufficiently rich
complexity classes could be used as well.
Because of the close correspondence between Turing machines and string-
rewriting systems it is well-known that there exist finitely presented monoids with
word problems of arbitrary degree of complexity. In his dissertation [8] Bauer
proved that this situation does not change when monoids are considered that are
presented by finite canonical string-rewriting systems.
Theorem 8.1 (Bauer and Otto [S, lo]). Lef m be an integer with m > 1. Then there
exists a finite canonical string-rewriting system R on alphabet 2 such that the word
problem for the monoid MR is of intrinsic complexity E,, - E,_, .
For a finite canonical string-rewriting system, the derivational complexity induces
an upper bound for the intrinsic complexity of the word problem, and, as mentioned
before, it induces a lower bound for the complexity of the normal form algorithm.
However, in genera1 there is an arbitrarily large gap between the intrinsic complexity
of the word problem and the derivational complexity.
Theorem 8.2 (Bauer and Otto [lo]). Let m, n be integers with 3 s n < m. Then there
is a finite canonical string-rewriting system R on alphabet 2 satisfying the ,following
conditions:
(a) 7he word problem of M, is of intrinsic complexit-y  E, - E,,+, .
(b) The derivational complexity .fn of R belongs to E,, - E,,,.., .
Thus, even when we know that the word problem for a given finite canonical
string-rewriting system is of a low degree of complexity, we do not have an a priori
upper bound for the complexity of the corresponding normal form algorithm. Like
the intrinsic complexity of the word problem also the derivational complexity is an
invariant of finite presentations [40]. Hence, changing the monoid presentation
under consideration does not help in this situation. So it appears that even when
dealing with finite canonical string-rewriting systems it might be necessary to develop
other types of algorithms for solving the word problem than just the normal-form
algorithm. However, it should be noted that it is an open problem whether Theorems
8.1 and 8.2 remain valid when finite canonical string-rewriting systems are being
considered that present groups.
Finite canonical string-rewriting systems are powerful enough to present monoids
with word problems of many different degrees of complexity. Are these systems
powerful enough to present all monoids with a decidable word problem? Recall
from Section 3 that there does not exist a finite canonical string-rewriting system S
on 2 = {a, b} such that S is equivalent to the system R = {(aba, bab)}. However, let
r = {a, b, c}, and let S = {(ab, c), ( ca, bc), (bcb, cc), (ccb, WC)}. Then S is a finite
canonical string-rewriting system on r, and the monoid MS is isomorphic to the
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monoid MR, i.e., (r; S) is a presentation of the monoid MR. Thus, the property of
allowing a finite canonical string-rewriting system is not an invariant of finite
presentations.
Also the group given through the presentation ({a, b}; {(abba, 1))) can be presen-
ted by a finite canonical string-rewriting system on alphabet r = {a, b, c, d}, although
the given presentation does not allow a finite canonical string-rewriting system. By
considering monoid-presentations of abeliangroups, Diekert derives a whole class
of finite string-rewriting systems which are not equivalent to finite canonical systems
[23]. However, all finitely generated ab lian groups have presentations of the form
(2; R), where R is a finite canonical string-rewriting system.
These observations might be seen as supporting the conjecture that every finitely
presented monoid with a decidable word problem does at least have some presenta-
tion by a finite canonical string-rewriting system. Also the following result which
was obtained by Bauer while he was studying“n-level” rewriting systems can be
interpreted in this way.
Theorem 8.3 (Bauer [9]). Let M be a finitely presented monoid  with a decidable word
problem. Then there exists a finite canonical two-level rewriting system R on some finite
alphabet 2 such that (2; R) is a presentation of M.
Here a two-level rewriting system R on 2 is a pair (R, , R2), where R, and Rz are
string-rewriting systems over CZ with the following rule for applying the process of
rewriting: A sequence of rewrite rule applications of R starting with a word w E 2”
*is called admissible if it is of the form w +z, w, jR2 w2, where w, is irreducible
modulo R, and w2 is irreducible modulo RZ. R is canonical if, for each w E -YE*,
each admissible sequence starting with w ends after a finite number of steps with
the same normal form wO of w.
Question (3) above asks whether or not Theorem 8.3 can be improved to always
yield finite (one-level) canonical string-rewriting systems. In fact, much work has
been directed towards finding finite canonical rewriting systems for various classes
of groups with decidable word problem (cf., e.g., [38]). The following result now
answers this question in the negative.
Theorem 8.4 (Squier [ 571). There existfmitely presented monoids  and groups M having
the following properties:
(a) The word problem for M is decidable.
(b) M does not allow a presentation of theform (2; R), where R is a$nite  canonical
string-rewriting system on 2.
Thus, not all finitely presented monoids and groups with a decidable word problem
can be presented by finite canonical string-rewriting systems. At this point it remains
open exactly which monoids and groups with a decidable word problem can be
presented in this way.
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The proof of Theorem 8.4 consists in two steps. First an intrinsic property for
monoids that are presented by finite canonical string-rewriting systems is established,
and then examples of finitely presented mo oi swith decidable word problem that
do not satisfy this property are exhibited. This intrinsic property is a homological
finiteness condition.
Theorem 8.5 (Squier [57]). Let R be a$nite canonical string-rewriting system on 2.
Then the monoid MR presented by (2; R) is an (FP),-monoid.
We remark that the property of being an (FP),-monoid is a property of monoids
rather than of presentations. For sake of completeness we now give the definition
of the property ( FP)k: Let M be a monoid. Then ZM denotes the integral monoid-
ring of M. Also we view the integers Z as a left ZM-module, where each element
of M acts on Z as multiplication by 1. Now M is said to be an (FP),-monoid
(k 2 l), if there is an exact sequence
of finitely generated free left ZM-modules C,, Ck-,, . . , C, and ZM-module
homomorphisms &, Sk_, , . . , 6,) F. The notion of (FP),-group is well-known (cf.,
e.g., [13, 201).
Throughout the following we can assume that C, is  free left ZM-module
generated by a single element.
If a monoid M isjinitelygenerated, then M is an (FP),-monoid, since the generators
of the free left ZM-module C, can be chosen to correspond to a set of generators
of M. For groups the converse implication also holds: If a group G is (FP), , then
G is finitely generated, but for monoids in general this is not true.
If a monoid M isjinitelypresented, then M is an (FP),-monoid, since the generators
of the free left ZM-module C, can be chosen to correspond to a set of defining
relations of M. It is an open question whether each (FP),-group is finitely presented;
for monoids in general this is not true.
Now the idea behind Theorem 8.5 is the following: Let R be a canonical
string-rewriting system on alphabet 1 such that (2‘; R) is a presentation of M. Then
a set of generators for the free left ZM-module C3 can be chosen to correspond to
the set of critical pairs of R. I  R is finite, then the set of critical pairs of R i also
finite, and so C, is finitely generated. Combining the above we obtain Theorem 8.5.
To complete the proof of Theorem 8.4 it suffices to exhibit a finitely presented
monoid M with a decidable word problem such that M is not (FP), . The first
example of a finitely presented group which is not an (FP),-group is due to Stallings
[59]. A description of this group which makes it clear that this group has a decidable
word problem can be found in Bieri’s monograph [ 131. Further examples of finitely
presented groups that are not (FP),-groups are given in [14, 201.
For completeness we give an example of a finitely presented monoid with a
decidable word problem such that this monoidis not (FP),.
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Example 8.6 (Squier [57]). For each nonnegative integer k, l t Sk denote
the monoid defined by the presentation (& ; Rk), where & = {a, b, r, x,, x2,
. . . ) x~,Y~,Y~,...,YJ, and
Rk = {(at”b, 1) 1 n 3 0} U {(X,0,  alXi)y  (Xit, jX,)y  (X,b,  bx,), (Xiyi,  1) 1 i = 1, 2, . . , k}.
Although, for each k, the set of defining relations Rk is infinite, one can verify easily
that for all k 2 1, the monoid Sk has a finite presentation. On the other hand, for
each k, the system R, is canonical, and due to the simplicity of the rules of Rk the
reduction process a,& is effective, showing that the word problem for the monoid
Sk is decidable. In fact, it is decidable in polynomial time. However, for k 3 2, the
monoid Sk is not an (FP),-monoid. Thus, these monoids cannot be presented by
finite canonical rewriting systems (cf. [57] or details).
In the above example S, is an (I?),-monoid. In a forthcoming paper [58] Squier
gives a different, more elementary proof of Theorem 8.4. He introduces the notion
ofjinite derivation type which is a combinatorial property satisfied by certain rewriting
systems, obtaining the following result.
Theorem 8.7 (Squier [58]). If a monoid  M has a presentation of the form (2; R),
where R is a jinite  canonical string-rewriting system on alphabet E, then M has jinite
derivation type.
As it turns out the monoid S, described above does not have finite derivation
type (in fact, this proof is nontrivial [58]). Hence, S, does not have a presentation
by some finite canonical string-rewriting system. In particular, this shows that the
property of being an (IV),-monoid is necessary, but not sufficient for a m noidto
have a presentation by some finite canonical string-rewriting system. The correspond-
ing problem for the property of having finite derivation type is open.
9. Concluding remarks
Each monoid M with a decidable word problem can be presented by an infinite
canonical string-rewriting system. Let (I; R) be a presentation of M, and let cM
denote a well-ordering on E* that is compatible with the operation of concatenation.
For w E I*, let w,, denote the minimal element in the congruence class of w with
respect to this ordering. Then S = {( w, wO) ( w E Z”, w # wo> is a canonical string-
rewriting system on .X that is equivalent to R. However, in general this system is
not very helpful for actually solving the word problem, since the problem of deciding
whether a given pair of words (l, ) is a rule of S is already as complex as the word
problem itself. Thus, infinite canonical string-rewriting systems will only be useful
for actually solving the word problem, if they are sufficiently simple. Therefore we
are led to the following two questions:
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(4) For every finitely presented monoid M with a decidable word problem, does
there exist an infinite canonical string-rewriting system R on so e alphabet 2 such
that (I; I?) presents M, R has a regular (or context-free, or.. .) set of left-hand
sides, and the process of reduction 3, is easily computable?
(5) In the setting above, can R lways be chosen in such a way that the derivational
complexity fR and the intrinsic complexity of the word problem are closely related?
Each of the systems Rk in Example 8.6 has a regular set of left-hand sides, and
the induced reduction relation +R, is easily computable. Different kinds of regular
canonical string-rewriting systems have been investigated by Kemmerich ([36] cf.,
e.g., [ 121) and O’Dunlaing [52], and context-free canonical string-rewriting systems
have been investigated by Book, Jantzen, and Wrathall [19].
The corresponding questions for noncanonical string-rewriting systems have been
solved in the affirmative [42]. The derivational complexity for a noncanonical
string-rewriting system also induces an upper bound for the intrinsic complexity of
its word problem. The complexity gap of Theorem 8.2 also occurs in this more
general situation [40]. Even if we consider string-rewriting systems R such that the
language LK ={u#vl( u, v) E R} is context-free, the situation does not change [42].
However, once we deal with string-rewriting systems R for which the language LR
is context-sensitive, the situation is different.
Theorem 9.1 (Madlener and Otto [42]). Let M be a finitely generated monoid.  If the
word problem for M is decidable of complexity E, for some positive integer n, then
there exists a string-rewriting system R on alphabet 2 satisfying thefollowingproperties:
(a) (2; R) is a presentation of M.
(b) The language L, is context-sensitive.
(c) The derivational complexity fR belongs to E,.
Thus, when allowing string-rewriting systems R such that the languages LR are
context-sensitive, then the derivational complexity can be made to meet the intrinsic
complexity of the word problem. So questions (4) and (5) ask whether these results
can be extended to canonical string-rewriting systems.
All the investigations presented so far were of the following form: Given a class
of finite canonical string-rewriting systems, find an algebraic characterization for
the class of groups that allow presentations involving these systems. However, we
have not dealt with the problem of actually finding a presentation of a certain form
for a given group that has the corresponding algebraic structure. As it turns out,
even if the group G presented by the finite presentation (-I?; R) does have a
presentation by some finite canonical string-rewriting system, we may not be able
to find it by way of completion [23, 32, 341. Even for finite groups we may not be
able to complete a given presentation if the process of completion is based on a
partial ordering like length.
The converse question has received a lot of attention: Given an algebraic class
of groups, determine whether or not these groups can be presented by finite canonical
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systems [8, 381. In particular, it has been shown that the class of groups that allow
presentations of this form is closed under various operations like free product, direct
product, semidirect product, and certain HNN-extensions [8].
Of course, here one could also ask more specific questions: Given an algebraic
class of groups and a particular kind of ordering, determine whether or not these
groups can be presented by finite canonical systems that are based on an ordering
of the given type. In [53] Otto shows that the presentation (a, b; abbaab) of the
Jantzen monoid, which is actually a group [31], does not allow a finite canonical
string-rewriting system that is based on a Knuth-Bendix ordering. Another example
is the presentation (a, b; [a, [a, b]] = [b, [b, a]] = 1) of the free nilpotent group of
class 2, where [a, b] stands for the commutator ubu b . This presentation does not
even allow a regular canonical string-rewriting system that is based on a Knuth-
Bendix ordering [ 121.
Notice that all these questions can be asked for all kinds of combinatorial systems
that present algebraic structures. For example it is known that every finitely generated
abelian group can be presented by a finite canonical vector-replacement system
[38]. However, for most combinatorial systems and algebraic structures these ques-
tions are still open.
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